30 April 2021

Dear Parents/Carers
Re: Students’ Last Day of Timetabled Lessons
We are now able to share with you our end of term details for Year 13. With this year being quite
different, and a lot of face to face teaching missed, our students have not completed some key aspects
of their courses or may be less secure with curriculum content required for their next steps.
You will be aware that Year 13 students are currently building upon their evidence profile by sitting
checkpoint tasks due to the cancellation of examinations this summer. We aim for these to be
completed by Friday, 28 May 2021. Students should continue to attend until this date even if all their
checkpoints are complete to ensure that there is sufficient evidence for submission. The following
week is the half term holiday (31 May - 4 June).
Many students will not need to attend school in person from 28 May. However, there may be instances
where students have missed checkpoints or do not have enough evidence to show breadth of learning
in certain subjects. Where this is the case, students will be asked to return to school after half term,
on 7 June, for personalised support to build their evidence profile and ensure the evidence range is
sufficient enough to award a grade. Parents and students will be notified in advance if this is required.
Between 7 to 18 June staff will be quality assuring all student grades and submitting these to exam
boards for both GCSE and A level, the deadline for our submission is 18 June 2021.
From week beginning 14 June students will be expected to engage in remote learning to support their
preparation for their next steps, either university or the workplace. Our curriculum leaders have
prioritised content from their subjects deemed essential for progression.
There will be a timetable of high quality remote lessons to join via Google Meet. This will also include
weekly work set by subject specialists on the google classroom for independent study. This will help
address any topics that were either not covered due to school closures, or will enhance prior learning.
More specific details will follow ahead of half-term, if you have any questions please feel free to
contact the school.
Yours sincerely

Mr Brown
Headteacher

Mrs Holdback
Assistant Head; Sixth Form Lead

